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Shinness Broadband Investigation
Responses
First, thanks to those who replied to my previous leaflet indicating support, now representing a comfortable majority of occupied premises in the area.  However, it’s not too late to hear from any further well-wishers who “have been meaning to reply, but haven’t got around to it”, and I would also like to receive contact details from a few people with whom I’ve talked in person and been offered their support, but who have not yet emailed their details.
This follows up the previous leaflet, but will probably be the last one, as I don’t want to become a source of junk mail, and anyway would prefer to use electronic communication in future.  Although something like a social networking discussion area would be better for open discussion, for the moment, as an easy way to report progress with the project, I’ve created an area on my site …
http://www.macfh.co.uk/Shinness/Shinness.html
Request For Further Information
Although a few respondents volunteered some statistical information earlier, and other residents will have replied to an unrelated broadband questionnaire sent out by Magda MacDonald last summer (the background to which is explained in the above link), to support our current case and to ensure that anything achieved will be a useful and meaningful improvement in terms of speed and cost, there’s a need to know the current situation better.  Therefore, I would be grateful for your patience, including of those using other technologies such as satellite, in filling in as much of the following survey as you feel able and willing (all questions are optional, but, for obvious reasons, those in grey are particularly so).
Note 1:	The importance or not, on a scale of one to five where five is most important, of a landline phone should be considered.  A basic landline handset is powered by the line and therefore will work in an emergency such as a power cut, while your mobile, even supposing masts remain powered which often they do not, will only last as long as its battery, and an internet phone will require you to have standby power for your router and handset.  Further some, including myself, have found mobiles to be unreliable locally, particularly in bad weather.  Such emergency considerations are important because both ADSL & FTTC use landlines and include them in their costs, while other technologies such as wireless do not, so landline phone costs would then be additional.
Note 2:	Please answer the last question on a separate sheet of paper.
How many adults & children in premises?

Do you run a business from premises?

Who is your current ISP (optional)?

Current monthly costs of landline and broadband,
added together if separate contracts (optional)?

What notable extras are included in the tariff (optional)?

Current broadband technology used (landline, mobile, satellite, etc)?

Current broadband download and upload speeds (Mbps or Kbps)?

Current broadband download limits per month (GB)?

Current actual broadband download quantities per month (GB)?

How important is having a landline phone (1 to 5)? 

Desired maximum monthly costs of landline and broadband (optional)?

Desired future broadband technology (if you have a preference)?

Desired future broadband download and upload speeds (Mbps)?

Desired future broadband download limits per month (GB)?

Projected broadband download quantities per month (GB)?

How would having better broadband help improve your life/lives?

Please reply to: [email address and phone numbers]
Testing your internet connection speed:
·	Try and avoid busy times of day, such as late afternoon / early evening.
·	Make sure that noone else in the property is downloading anything via the same connection, including checking that no PCs are currently downloading operating system or anti-virus updates.
·	Make sure that you have a good connection with your router, preferably via a cabled connection, but if it must be WiFi move as close as reasonably possible to the router to get the strongest signal.
·	Test the speed by obeying the instructions on an appropriate web-site (often Flash, occasionally Java, is needed for testing sites, it is safe to enable Flash permanently for either of these sites if offered such a choice).  Those on landline are advised to use the first site, as, having no adverts to consume bandwidth while loading, it is more reliable ...
		http://speedtest.btwholesale.com/
... while for others on satellite you could use ...
		http://www.broadbandspeedchecker.co.uk/
	... but in both cases please wait for the page to complete loading, including any advertisements, before starting the test.  All such pages will take perhaps a minute or two to perform two or three tests before reporting the results.  The most needed are download and upload speeds in kilo (thousand) or mega (million) bits per second (Kbps or Mpbs - please specify units when reporting), but latency (ping time, ms) may also prove useful.
For those ADSL customers comfortable with logging on to their router’s management web pages, depending on how informative the model of router is, further information which may prove statistically useful may be obtainable from its line or connection status page(s) (even if your router doesn't show all of these figures, please supply any that it does show):
Make & Model of router
Downstream and upstream sync rates (Kbps or Mpbs - please specify which units)
Downstream and upstream noise margins (aka Signal or Service to Noise Ratio, SNR) (dB)
Downstream and upstream attenuation (dB)
Downstream and upstream power (dBm or if other unit, please specify)

If the above instructions mean little to you, then, if you are willing, I am willing to visit your home to gather this information myself.

